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B.1.2 Field Noise Measurement Procedures
Aircraft noise levels were recorded using the equipment indicated in Table B-1 for each of the 30 short-term
sites. Radar data was obtained from the Airport flight tracking system to correspond to the times of
measurement. The noise-measurement program was designed to provide a sampling of single events
throughout the study area. It was not designed to record cumulative noise levels. The sound level meters
were attended while active to ensure that only aircraft noise events were recorded, or to note instances where
a non-aircraft noise event was recorded simultaneously with an aircraft noise event. The field noise
measurement procedure required the operator to enable the noise monitor when an aircraft noise event first
became audible and continue monitoring that event until the noise level receded back to ambient levels,
usually lasting a duration of 30-90 seconds. After the event, the operator recorded the average noise level
(Leq), the sound exposure level (SEL), the event duration, and the maximum sound level (Lmax). Other event
information, such as aircraft type and operational characteristics, was also annotated, as available. Ambient
noise levels, without aircraft noise or intermittent community noise, were recorded at each site.
The short-term field noise measurement program provided for the collection of a large number of single-event
measurements at a variety of locations throughout the community at distances ranging from several hundred
feet to several miles between the aircraft and the monitoring site. This information, when correlated with the
radar data and operating schedules, allowed for a comparison to the determination of applicable noise curves
and performance characteristics within the Aviation Environmental Design Tool (AEDT) database for the most
significant aircraft and operators. Section B.1.5 discusses the analysis of short-term noise measurement data
and comparison to AEDT aircraft profiles based on the results of the noise measurement data correlation and
further investigation of average aircraft weights upon departure.

B.1.3 Field Noise Measurement Sites
Noise measurements were taken at 30 short-term sites. These short-term field noise measurement sites were
chosen based on their proximity to the Airport and the existing permanent noise monitoring terminals (NMTs),
the flow of aircraft operations during the measurement program, and areas of past noise concerns. Sites were
also screened on the basis of ambient noise level (or more specifically, the absence of loud ambient noise
such as vehicular traffic). Specific selection criteria included the following:






Emphasis on areas of aircraft overflight based on radar data;
Sampling of both arrivals and departures of typical aircraft operations;
Screening of each site for local noise sources or unusual terrain characteristics, which could affect
measurements;
Location in or near areas from which complaints about aircraft noise were received; and
Location where there are concentrations of residential development.

While there are numerous locations available for monitoring, the selected sites fulfill the above criteria and
provide a representative sampling of the varying aircraft noise conditions in the vicinity of the Airport. In
addition to the short-term measurement program, the CRAA maintains a permanent noise monitoring system
which includes 16 permanent NMTs located at various sites around CMH. Exhibit B-1 illustrates the locations
of both the short-term field noise measurement sites and the NMT locations. Table B-2 lists the 30 short-term
field noise measurement sites. More information about the NMT data collection is included in Section B.3.
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Exhibit B-1

John Glenn Columbus International Airport

Noise Measurement Sites
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B.1.4 Weather Information
The field noise measurement program was conducted for approximately one hour at each site
during the week of November 10, 2019. The weather during the measurement period ranged from
clear skies to rainy/overcast conditions. Field noise measurement collection was suspended during
periods of heavy rain. Wind conditions dictated the use of west flow for the duration of the
measurement period. When the Airport operates in west flow, aircraft arrive from the east heading
west and depart to the west on Runways 28L and 28R.

B.1.5 Short-Term Noise Measurement Results Summary
The noise measurement process was designed to monitor the noise levels of a representative mix
of aircraft operations at CMH. The noise measurement program recorded a wide range of noise
exposure levels from aircraft activity within the airport environs. Some of the noise events collected
at the measurement sites were produced by non-aircraft, e.g., cars, people, pets, wildlife, etc.
However, at each site, the majority of noise events were produced by aircraft operations based on
observations and aircraft radar data correlation. The measured noise levels from departing aircraft
tended to produce SEL and peak decibel (dB) levels several dB higher than those of arriving
aircraft. This difference is caused by two characteristics of the separate operations. First, exposure
to noise above the background levels from arriving aircraft is typically shorter than from departing
aircraft, resulting in less cumulative energy to be factored into the SEL exposure level. Second, the
power settings used during approach are less than those necessary to climb during the takeoff,
resulting in lower sound levels that are several dB lower than measured at similar locations during
departure.
An evaluation of the SEL and peak (Lmax) levels measured at the various locations indicates that
the SEL always measured several dB louder than the Lmax. The SEL values typically ranged
between 5 to 15 dB higher than the Lmax level during each event. This is due to the calculation of
the SEL metric which reports the total noise energy averaged over a one second period. Therefore,
events that last more than one second will have a higher SEL because the acoustical energy is
“compressed” into a one-second period.
Due to the wind conditions at the time of the noise measurement program, measurements taken to
the west of the Airport primarily recorded departure operations; whereas measurements taken on
the east side of the Airport primarily recorded arrivals. Measurements recorded to the west of the
Airport in the City of Columbus, Clinton Township and Mifflin Township resulted in Lmax noise
levels ranging from the middle 69.5 to 84.2 dB. To the east in Columbus, Gahanna, Jefferson
Township and Truro Township, Lmax noise levels were recorded ranging from 54.0 to 80.7 dB.
The loudest aircraft event recorded was an Embraer E-170 departure. Other loud aircraft monitored
included McDonnell-Douglas MD-90 series aircraft and Boeing 737-700 and 737-800 series aircraft.
Table B-3 provides a summary of the measurement data collection.
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The comparison of measured to modeled noise in Table B-5 shows that at 14 of the 16 permanent noise monitor
locations, the AEDT modeled noise levels were within 2.0 dB of the monitored noise levels at each of the
locations.
The average noise level across all of the sites was modeled to be 60.1 DNL, while the average measured noise
level was 59.3 DNL, for a difference of 0.8 dB. Because a difference of 1.5 dB is generally imperceptible to the
human ear, it was determined that the modeled and monitored noise levels are within an acceptable tolerance.
The average noise level across all of the sites was modeled to be 60.1 DNL, while the average measured
noise level was 59.3 DNL. The average difference between all the sites was +0.8 dB, meaning that overall the
noise model was predicting higher levels than the measurement data. Because a difference of less than 3 dB
is generally imperceptible to the human ear outside of laboratory settings, it was determined that the modeled
and monitored noise levels are within an acceptable tolerance. It is not expected that the modeled DNL and
the measured DNL levels will match exactly. The difference in measured and AEDT modeled noise levels can
be attributed to various factors including the influence of non-aircraft (background) noise sources on the
measurement data which can fluctuate from day to day and from site to site.

B.3

Comparison of Flight Profiles

The AEDT includes standard flight procedure data for each aircraft that represents each phase of flight to or
from an airport. Information related to aircraft speed, altitude, thrust settings, flap settings, and distance are
available and used by the AEDT to calculate noise levels on the ground. Standard aircraft departure profiles
are supplied from the runway (field elevation) up to 10,000 feet above field elevation (AFE). Aircraft arrival
profiles are supplied from 6,000 feet AFE down to the runway including the application of reverse thrust and
rollout. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requires that these standard arrival and departure profiles
be used unless there is evidence that they are not applicable.
The AEDT uses the distance of flight as a surrogate for assigning departure profiles that determine aircraft
weight, as well as speed, thrust, and altitude during different stages of flight. The AEDT groups trip lengths
into eleven categories; these categories are:
Category

Stage Length

1

0-500 nautical miles

2

500-1000 nautical miles

3

1000-1500 nautical miles

4

1500-2500 nautical miles

5

2500-3500 nautical miles

6

3500-4500 nautical miles

7

4500-5500 nautical miles

8

5500-6500 nautical miles

9

6500-7500 nautical miles

10

7500-8500 nautical miles

11

8500+ nautical miles

A comparison of measured noise levels to AEDT modeled noise levels was conducted to verify the standard
flight profile input data into the AEDT is consistent with actual conditions. For this analysis, measured noise
events were collected from the NMTs closest to the departure corridors. Noise levels from single aircraft
overflight events were correlated to radar data to determine the aircraft type that triggered the noise event.
Average measured noise levels for the most common aircraft types at CMH were compared to modeled noise
levels produced by AEDT at the same locations as the NMTs.
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